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streams in the Tyrol, flowing from the waste of decomposing rocks

of dark slate - a third may have been coloured by ochreous sediment,

like the Red River in Louisiana - a fourth, like the Elsa in Tuscany,

may have held much carbonate of lime in solution. At first they

would each form distinct deposits of sand, gravel, limestone, marl, or

other materials; but after their junction new chemical combinations

and a distinct colour would be the result, and. the particles, having
been conveyed ten, twenty, or a greater number of miles over alluvial

plains, would become finer.

In deltas where the causes are more complicated, and where tides

and currents partially interfere, the above description would only be

applicable, with certain modifications; but if a series of earthquakes

accompany the growth of a delta, and change the levels of the land

from time to time, as in the region where the Indus now enters the

sea, and others hereafter to be mentioned, the phenomena will then

depart still more widely from the ordinary type.

Convergence of Deltas.-If we possessed an accurate series of maps
of the Adriatic for many, thousand years, our retrospect would,

without doubt, carry us gradually back to the time when the number

of rivers descending from the mountains into that gulf by independent
deltas was far greater in number. The deltas of the Po and the

Adige, for instance, would separate themselves within the recent era,
as, in all probability, would those of the Isonzo and the Torre. If,
on the other hand, we speculate on future changes, we may anticipate
the period when the number of deltas will greatly diminish; for the
Po cannot continue to encroach at the rate of a mile in a hundred

years, and other rivers to gain as much in six or seven centuries upon
the shallow gulf, without new junctions occurring from time to time,
so that Ei'idanus, "the king of rivers," will continually boast a greater
number of tributaries. The Ganges and the Brahmapootra have

probably become partially confluent in the same delta within the
historical era ; and the date of the junction of the Red River and the

Mississippi would, in all likelihood, have been known, if America
had not been so recently discovered. The union of the Tigris and
the Euphrates must undoubtedly have been one of the modern geo
graphical changes on our earth, and similar remarks might be extended
to many other regions.
When the deltas of rivers, having many mouths, converge, a partial

union at first takes place by the confluence of some one or more of
their arms ; but it is not until the main trunks are connected above
the head of the common delta, that a complete intermixture of their
joint waters and sediment takes place. The union, therefore, of the
Po and Adige,' and of the Ganges and Brahmapootra, is still iflCOm
plete. If we reflect on the geographical extent of surface drained by
rivers such as now enter the Bay of Bengal, and then consider how
complete the blending together of the greater part of their transported
matter has already become, and throughout how vast a delta it
spread by numerous arms, we no longer feel so much surprise at. the
area occupied by some ancient formations of homogeneous mineral
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